[Study on the auxochrome of the electronic spectrum of organic compounds and its effect mechanism (II)].
The interaction between the p orbit of the auxochrome, the maximum bonding orbit (pi) and the minimum antibonding orbit (pi*) of the chromophore forms three new molecular orbit, among which the antibonding orbit (pi*') has the highest energy that is higher than those of the original pi*. The maximum occupied orbit (pi') will have energy lower or higher than those of pi according to different auxochrome and chromophore, and the energy of n orbit will remain steady, because the n orbit of the original chromophore is perpendicular to the p orbit of the auxochrome and the interaction is negligeable. As a result, the absorption wavelength of transition n-->pi* will shift towards higher photon energy, but for transition pi-->pi*, the absorption wavelength will shift towards either lower or higher photon energy, depending on the species of auxochrome and chromophore.